
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF A BOTTOM-UP DFA MINIMIZATIONALGORITHMJORGE ALMEIDA AND MARC ZEITOUNAbstrat. We establish linear-time redutions between the minimization of a deterministi �nite au-tomaton (DFA) and the onjuntion of 3 subproblems: the minimization of a strongly onneted DFA,the isomorphism problem for a set of strongly onneted minimized DFAs, and the minimization of aonneted DFA onsisting in two strongly onneted omponents, both of whih are minimized. Weapply this proedure to minimize, in linear time, automata whose nontrivial strongly onneted om-ponents are yles.
1. IntrodutionFinite automata have been suessfully used in numerous �elds of omputer siene suh as patternmathing, ompilation, natural language proessing, databases, system veri�ation. They an representa broad range of objets, from ditionaries to models of transition systems. Properties expressed inhigh-level desription formalisms must also often be �ompiled� into automata before algorithms an beapplied. For real-world appliations, suh automata may have a huge number of states, and reduingtheir size often proves to be ruial for subsequent treatment. Finite automata on �nite words have aminimal, anonial representation with respet to the language they determine. This paper fouses onthe proess to ompute this minimal representation, alled minimization.Under the usual assumption that letters and states are represented by integers that an be om-pared in O(1)-time, the best-known algorithm for minimizing a deterministi �nite automaton (DFA) isHoproft's [11℄, with a O(ℓm log m) worst ase time omplexity where ℓ is the number of letters and m thenumber of states (see [10, 13, 3℄ for omplexity analyses). Brzozowski's algorithm [5℄ works theoretiallyin exponential time, but has in pratie a surprisingly good behavior (see [7℄).Minimization algorithms usually start from the equivalene separating �nal and non-�nal states, andre�ne it until stabilization ours. In this paper, starting from the equality relation, we merge states whihare deteted to be equivalent. We redue the minimization problem of a DFA to subproblems involvingits strongly onneted omponents on one hand, and its direted ayli struture on the other hand.More preisely, for any funtion f suh that f(n)/n is nondereasing, we show that the minimizationproblem an be solved in time O(f(d + ℓ)), where ℓ still denotes the number of input symbols and d isthe number of transitions (whih an be smaller than ℓm sine the algorithm an deal with inompleteautomata), if and only if three subproblems have the same worst ase omplexity. These subproblemsare (1) the minimization of a strongly onneted DFA (2) the omputation of isomorphisms betweenstrongly onneted, minimized DFAs, and (3) the minimization of onneted DFAs having exatly twostrongly onneted omponents, both of whih are already minimized. The redution is presented by thegeneri algorithm 1 using subroutines solving the subproblems, whih will be explained in detail later.Using pattern mathing tehniques, we obtain as an appliation a O(d+ℓ)-time minimization algorithmfor automata whose nontrivial strongly onneted omponents are yles (this partiular appliation wasannouned, without proof, in [2℄). This extends Revuz's minimization algorithm [14℄ for ayli DFAs,whih was designed to ompress ditionaries and works in O(d + ℓ)-time with O(m + ℓ) memory. Otheralgorithms for minimizing ayli DFAs in linear time [17℄ or to maintain a minimal DFA after adjuntionof one word to its language have also been developed, see e.g., [6℄.Date: Deember 24, 2007.Key words and phrases. Finite automaton, minimization, algorithms, formal languages.2000 MSC: 68Q45.Work partly supported by the Pessoa projet Egide-Gries 11113YM Automata, pro�nite semigroups and symbolidynamis. J. Almeida: work also partly supported by the Centro de Matemátia da Universidade do Porto, �naned byFCT through the programmes POCTI and POSI, with Portuguese and European Community strutural funds.1



Algorithm 1 Minimization algorithm (outline)1: proedure Minimize(Automaton A)2: X ← ZeroHeight(A)3: while X 6= ∅ do4: MinimizeSCC(X)5: MergeIsomorphiSCC(X)6: Wrap(A, X)7: X ← NextHeight(A, X)8: end while9: end proedure 2. Automata and data struturesWe work on a �nite alphabet A = {0, . . . , ℓ− 1} with ℓ ≥ 2 letters. We denote by A∗ the free monoidgenerated by A, and by |x| the length of a word x ∈ A∗. We assume that A is known, and an be used asindex set for arrays. In Setion 4, we also use the usual total order on A, viewed as a set of integers. Adeterministi �nite automaton (DFA) is a tuple A = (A, S, F, δ, s0) where A is the alphabet, S is a �niteset of states, F ⊆ S is the set of �nal states, δ : S × A → S is a partial mapping alled the transitionfuntion, and s0 is the initial state. We let m = |S| be the number of states, d = |δ| be the number oftransitions, and n = d + ℓ.The state δ(s, a), when it exists, is also written s · a. We represent the transition (s, a, s · a) by
s

a
−→ s · a. We use the word edge to mean a transition. An automaton de�nes a direted graph withvertex set S and edge set {(s, s · a) | s ∈ S, a ∈ A}. A strongly onneted omponent (s) of A is astrongly onneted omponent of this graph, and A is strongly onneted if so is its assoiated graph. Weretain the terminology of [8℄: a strongly onneted omponent (s) of a graph is an equivalene lass forthe mutual reahability relation. In partiular, a vertex u suh that the only path from u to u is emptyis an s, whih is said to be trivial.Given a state s ∈ S, the language reognized by A from s is the set LA(s) ⊆ A∗ of words labeling apath from s to some �nal state. Two states s, t are (Nerode) equivalent if LA(s) = LA(t). We write [s]for the lass of s in this equivalene. The minimization proedure onsists in omputing this equivalenerelation. Merging the states of eah lass into a single state produes the minimal automaton reognizingthe same language from the initial state, see [12℄. A DFA is minimal, or minimized, if no two distintstates are equivalent. We are interested in the omplexity of minimization in terms of the parameters ℓ,

m, d and n.We assume that the DFA A is aessible and o-aessible, that is, all states are reahable from s0 andan reah a �nal state. Other states are useless regarding the aepted language, and removing theman be done in O(d + m)-time. Further, the initial state is irrelevant for the omputation of equivalentstates (it just serves for determining the initial state of the minimized DFA). For this reason, we drop theinitial state, keeping in mind that we started from an aessible automaton, so that we have m ≤ d + 1and O(d + m) = O(d).For a lass C of DFAs, we study the following problem.
C-minimization Minimizing a DFA of the lass C.Input: A �nite deterministi automaton from C.Output: Its minimal automaton given by the equivalene relation on states.The automaton an be given by a matrix of (S ∪ {_})S×A whose (s, a) entry is s · a if it is de�ned,or _ otherwise. Using lists yields a smaller representation: for eah s ∈ S, we are given a list of theform (a1, s1, . . . , ak, sk), with ai ∈ A and si ∈ S, desribing all outgoing transitions s

ai−→ si. (Theselists an be omputed from the matrix in O(ℓm)-time.) A list (a1, s1, . . . , ak, sk) of (A.S)∗ is sorted if
a1 < a2 < · · · < ak. We write Out(s) for the sorted list of outgoing transitions of s ∈ S.We �rst sort outgoing transitions. Reall that, given a �nite set X , one an sort a sequene u1, . . . , uk ∈
X∗ in time O(|u1 · · ·uk|+ |X |) using radix-sort [1℄. Applying this result to transitions of a DFA yieldsthe following simple statement.Lemma 2.1. Let A be an aessible DFA (with an initial state). Given, for eah state of A, a list of allits outgoing transitions, one an ompute in O(n)-time all sorted lists of outgoing transitions of statesof A, where n = d + ℓ. 2



Proof. For eah list Out(s) = (a1, s1, . . . , ak, sk), �rst build the transition list ((s, a1, s1), . . . , (s, ak, sk)).Sine A is aessible, we have m ≤ d + 1, so this step takes O(d + m) = O(d)-time. One then usesradix sort on the list of all suh transitions to order them lexiographially aording to the �rst twoomponents, whih osts O(d+m)+O(d+ ℓ) = O(n). In the sorted list obtained, the transitions (s, a, t)with the same state s are onseutive and sorted aording to the seond omponent. It remains tosan this list to break it into piees orresponding to the same state s, to build eah of the sorted lists.Altogether, this requires O(d + ℓ) = O(n)-time. �The omplexity O(d) is the best possible for minimization algorithms, sine one needs to visit alltransitions. Note that O(n) = O(d) if eah letter of A labels at least one transition. Therefore, byLemma 2.1, one an start with a sorted list representation for DFAs. We assume that lists are doublylinked: one an aess eah of the predeessors of a state, individually, in O(1)-time.3. A redution for the minimization problem3.1. Minimizing ayli DFAs. Our algorithm is inspired by Revuz's [14℄ for ayli automata, whihwe brie�y reall. Reall that [t] denotes the lass of the state t in the Nerode equivalene. We assoiatewith eah state s suh that Out(s) = (a1, s1, . . . , ak, sk) the tuple τ(s) = (εs, a1, [s1], . . . , ak, [sk]), where
εs = 1 if s ∈ F and ε = 0 otherwise. The algorithm �rst omputes the height of eah state, whih is thelength of the longest path to a �nal state. Note that equivalent states must have the same height. Atstage h = 0, 1, . . . , up to the maximal height H , the algorithm merges states of height h. Sine [s] = [t] ifand only if τ(s) = τ(t), radix sorting the words τ(s) for states of height h yields a list with equal words atonseutive plaes, whih allows identifying equivalent states of height h. A minor ompliation is thatusing H times radix sort produes a omplexity of O(d + Hℓ). This motivates the following statement,appearing in [14, Theorem 2 and page 187℄.Lemma 3.1. Given a set X and u1, . . . , uk ∈ X∗, one an ompute in time O(|u1 · · ·uk|) the equalitylasses on (u1, . . . , uk), using an already alloated 0-initialized X-indexed array whih is reset after theomputation.Proof. Let K = |u1 · · ·uk|. We do not want X , whih may be huge ompared to K if many letters areunused, to appear in the omplexity bound. In one san, one rewrites the sequene u1, . . . , uk using onlyonseutive positive integer letters, thus obtaining words u′

1, . . . , u
′
k, as follows. We store the enoding of

x ∈ X in T [x], where T is the 0-initialized array. We replae the ourrene of eah sanned letter x byits enoding T [x] if x has already been enoded (T [x] 6= 0). Otherwise, we �rst inrement the numberof distint letters already enountered, we assign the result to T [x], and we push x on a stak (whihtherefore ontains the nonzero entries of T ). This rewriting requires O(K) operations. The size of thealphabet of onseutive integers is O(K), so applying radix-sort to u′
1..., u

′
k determines equality lassesin time O(K) (sine u′

i = u′
j if and only if ui = uj). Finally, using the stak, one swithes bak to 0 allnonzero entries of T in time O(K). �Using the algorithm of Lemma 3.1 instead of radix sort diretly to minimize ayli automata yields thedesired O(n) time omplexity: O(ℓ) time is needed to alloate the 0-indexed array, and K = O(d+m) =

O(d) time to determine equality lasses.3.2. The bottom-up minimization algorithm.3.2.1. Desription. The same sheme applied to arbitrary DFAs brings additional di�ulties. First, thenotion of height has to be modi�ed, sine there may be paths of arbitrary length to a �nal state. Wede�ne the height of a state by onsidering eah strongly onneted omponent (s) as a single state.This requires that one �rst ompute the direted ayli graph (DAG) of s's of the automaton, whihan be done in O(d)-time with Tarjan's algorithm [16, 8℄. We maintain this DAG along the algorithm.(Expressions suh as an s is below another s refer to the partial order indued by this DAG.) In therest of the paper, we identify eah s with its set of states. We use an array of size m storing, for eahstate s, the number of its s. Conversely for eah s, we reord its list of states. We also use the samedata strutures for all equivalene relations, to have aess in O(1)-time to the equivalene lass of astate omputed so far. To de�ne heights, we assign weight 0 to an edge belonging to an s and weight1 to all other edges. The weight of a path is the sum of the weights of all edges in the path. The heightof a state is then the maximal weight of some path to a �nal state, whih is well de�ned. By de�nition,all states of a given s have the same height. 3



One ould ompute the height along one traversal, as for a DAG, but the problem is that two statesat di�erent heights may well be equivalent. For instane, onsider the automaton s1

a
−→ s0

a
−→ s0 withboth s1, s0 �nal. The height of s1 is 1 and the height of s0 is 0. However, s1 is equivalent to s0. Wesay that s1 an be wrapped onto the s of s0. Formally, starting from an automaton with exatly twos's C0 and C1, where C1 is onneted to C0 and both C0, C1 are already minimized as individualautomata (taking into aount, for C1, the transitions leading to C0), wrapping onsists in determiningpairs of equivalent states of C1 ×C0. If suh a pair exists, then C0 is nontrivial, and every state of C1 isequivalent to some state of C0. In the example, our algorithm shall wrap s1 onto the yle s0 (identifying

s0 and s1). However, doing so hanges the height of s1 (from 1 to 0) and more generally, wrapping statesmay derease the height of states that lie above them. The other di�ulty is that both omputationsare linked: the height is needed to determine whih state to wrap at some point in the algorithm, andone also needs to modify the heights after a wrapping.To avoid reomputing the heights several times, we do not ompute them beforehand, and we main-tain information to determine on the �y, before stage k, whih states must be treated at this stage.Nonetheless, to help understanding the omputation on-the-�y, we give a desription of how we wouldpreompute the height of all states in O(n)-time: one assigns a mass to eah state (stored in its datastruture). A state with i outgoing 1-weighted edges has initially mass i. The mass of an s is themaximal mass of its states. The mass of a state dereases during the exeution of the algorithm. Wereord for eah s its number of states and its number of states of mass 0. Initially, these two numbersare equal only for minimal s (in the DAG of s). Eah time we derease the mass of a state, we hekwhether it reahes mass 0. If so, we inrement the number of states having mass 0 for its s. If thisnumber reahes the total number of states in the s, then the s itself reahes mass 0, and we add itto a list of s of mass 0.Initially, we assign height 0 to all states in s of mass 0. Further heights will be omputed later on,at di�erent steps of the algorithm. When states of height less than h − 1 have been treated, we needto ompute the set of states of height h. These states are obtained, at that stage, as those belonging tos's of mass 0. Then, these states are not onsidered anymore for the height omputation (we removethe orresponding s from the list of s's of mass 0). Moreover, for eah transition t
a
−→ s ending ina state s to whih we just assigned height h, we derease the mass of state t by 1, inrease the ountof mass 0 states of its s if t reahes mass 0, and put its s in the list of s's of mass 0 if this ountreahes its number of states. Observe that eah transition is onsidered at most one, so that the overalltime omplexity, for the height omputation, is O(d).An outline of a generi minimization algorithm is desribed in Algorithm 1. It uses three subroutines,MinimizeSCC, MergeIsomorphiSCC and Wrap, assumed to be given, and desribed below. Itomputes a sequene of automata A−1 = A, A0, A1, . . . , AH suh that AH is the minimal automaton of

A. Stage h ∈ [0, H ] merges equivalent states of height h of Ah−1 to produe Ah. The automaton Ah isobtained at the end of the hth iteration of the main loop of Algorithm 1, after that all merging of statesof height at most h will have been performed.The variable X always holds (states of) a subset of the set of s's of the urrent automaton, for whihmerging should our at lines 4�6. It is initialized, at line 2, with all s's of mass 0 (preomputed byTarjan's algorithm). At line 7, it reeives the andidate states for merging at the next iteration, that is,the part of Ah−1 onsisting of states of height h, at that stage.Let us explain the alls of lines 4�7. The �rst two of them only merge states of X . The all of line 6possibly merges states of the part of Ah−1 not yet treated (f. Fig. 1) with states of X .The all MinimizeSCC(X) minimizes separately eah s C1, . . . , Cp of X , taking also into aountthe transitions going to an s below X . Let C be an s of X . Some states of C may have transitionsto s's below C in the DAG of s. However, sine the algorithm proeeds bottom-up, the part ofthe automaton below C is already minimized when C is onsidered. Therefore, one an �rst use aminimization algorithm on C as if it were an automaton by itself, not onsidering the transitions fallingbelow C. This gives us a partition into equivalene lasses ∼1. We then re�ne this partition aordingto the equivalene ∼2 indued by the transitions going below C: two states are ∼2-equivalent if andonly if they reah the same states of the part already treated by the algorithm, by the same transitionlabels. The all MinimizeSCC(X) omputes the equivalene ∼1 ∩ ∼2. To re�ne ∼1, one omputed,by ∼2 we assoiate to a state s ∈ C with transitions s
ai−→ si (1 ≤ i ≤ k) falling below C the word

(εs, [s]1, a1, [s1]2, . . . , ak, [sk]2). By Lemma 3.1, one an sort these words in time O(di) where di isthe number of suh transitions, assuming that an array of size max(2, m, ℓ) has been alloated at thebeginning of the algorithm, one for all. The overall ost is therefore O(d + max(2, m, ℓ)) = O(n).4



Part of Ah−1 not yet treated
States of height ≤ h− 1 in Ah−1

X : C1 C2 · · · Cp

Figure 1. Automaton Ah−1 during the algorithmLet C′
1, . . . , C

′
p be the s's of X after line 4. The all MergeIsomorphiSCC(X) merges all s'sin X that are isomorphi, and X gets modi�ed aordingly: it then ontains a set of representatives

{C′
i1

, . . . , C′
ij
}, j ≤ p, of isomorphi s's (so that we make oarser the equivalene on states omputedso far). As in the previous ase, we then have to re�ne this partition aording to the transitions fallingbelow X .The all Wrap(A, X) ours when X is already minimized. It onsists in possibly identifying statesof s's that are loated above one of the C′

ik
to an already minimized s of X , as explained earlier inthe example s1

a
−→ s0

a
−→ s0. Note that if some state t above X in the DAG of s's is equivalent tosome state in C′

ik
, then all states belonging to s's between t and X are also equivalent to some statein C′

ik
. The proedure Wrap(A, X) preisely merges these s to X . Again, to validate that two statesare equivalent, we have to take into aount transitions falling below X .The last step in eah iteration of the main loop, line 7, is the update X ← NextHeight(A, X)omputing the set of s's to onsider during the next iteration. The height of states, as de�ned above,is not invariant through the all Wrap(A, X): a state may have its height lowered. For that reason,we update in the all NextHeight(A, X) the weights of edges as follows: all edges leading to a stateof X are assigned weight 0 (instead of 1 previously). The weights of all other edges remain unhanged.We then ompute, only at this point, the mass of eah state having an outgoing edge whose weight hasbeen a�eted. The states reahing mass 0 are put in a list. They are exatly those we need for the nextiteration, and are returned by the all to NextHeight. Sine the weight of eah edge is modi�ed atmost one, the overall ost of all alls to NextHeight is O(d).3.2.2. Corretness. We prove that Algorithm 1 indeed omputes the minimal automaton. First, weonly identify equivalent states, sine merging is only done by the minimization subroutines of lines 4�6assumed to be orret.We have to prove that, whenever two states are equivalent, they are merged in the last automaton

AH . Arguing by ontradition, assume that two equivalent states s, t of A have not been merged andsuppose that the pair (s, t) is minimal in the DAG of s's for this property. That is, if s′ is below s,
t′ is below t, and s′, t′ are equivalent and distint, then s = s′ and t = t′. States s and t annot ourin the same value of the variable X sine, otherwise, they would be merged at line 4 if they belong tothe same s, or at line 5 otherwise. Suppose that s is the �rst to our in the value of X . Then, twoases may arise. One ase is that t is wrapped to another state at line 6 while s belongs to X . This isimpossible sine, as X has been previously minimized (lines 4 and 5), no state of X \ {s} is equivalentto s. It remains the ase where s, t our in X in two di�erent iterations is, it of the main loop, with
is < it. Observe that, for every letter a suh s · a falls below s or t · a falls below t, sine s · a and t · a areequivalent, by the minimality of the pair (s, t), they will be merged by the algorithm before s appears inthe value of X . Sine the remaining edges do not intervene in determining when t will appear in X , itfollows that s and t will be found in the same value of X , a ase whih has already been exluded. Thisproves that Algorithm 1 is orret.3.2.3. Redutions. We have isolated in our algorithm three subroutines to merge equivalent states in threedi�erent situations: (1) minimizing a strongly onneted omponent, (2) merging isomorphi stronglyonneted omponents, and (3) wrapping. We formulate these subproblems for a lass C of stronglyonneted DFAs.
C-msa Minimizing strongly onneted automata of C.Input: A strongly onneted DFA belonging to C. 5



Output: Its minimal automaton given by the equivalene relation on states.
C-mms Merging minimized DFAs from C whih are strongly onneted.Input: A set of minimized and strongly onneted DFAs (Ai)1≤i≤m of C.Output: (a) A partition ⋃

j∈J Ij of [1, m] suh that Ap, Aq are isomorphi if and only if p, q are in thesame Ij . (b) A representative of eah lass. (c) For eah element in a lass di�erent from the hosenrepresentative, an isomorphism to the representative.
C-wrapping Wrapping on a minimized s of C.Input: A DFA onsisting of a minimized s A0 from C of height 0 and an s A1 from C of height 1.Output: Its minimal DFA given by the equivalene relation on states.For a lass C of DFAs, let dfa(C) be the lass of DFAs whose s's are in C for some hoie of �nalstates.If there is an O(f(n))-time algorithm for dfa(C)-minimization, then C-msa, C-mms and C-wrapping also have an O(f(n))-time solution. This is lear for C-msa and C-wrapping whih arethe minimization problem on partiular instanes. For C-mms, assume we are given several stronglyonneted nontrivial automata (Ai)1≤i≤m from C. Let a, b /∈ A be two distint letters. Choose a state
ti in eah Ai and onsider the DFA A built by adding states s1, . . . , sm to the disjoint union of theautomata Ai, where the si's are new states, and transitions si

a
−→ si+1 and si

b
−→ ti (see Fig. 2). Thedisjoint union of automata Ai = (Ai, Si, Fi, δi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the automaton A = (

⋃
Ai,

⊎
Si,

⊎
Fi,

⊎
δi)(whose state set is the disjoint union ⊎

Si). Obviously, A is in dfa(C) and has O(D) transitions, where D

s0 s1 . . . sk−1 sk

A0 : t0 A1: t1 . . .
Ak−1: tk−1 Ak: tk

a a a a

b b b bFigure 2. Merging minimal s-automatais the total number of transitions of all Ai's. Minimizing A exatly merges those Ai that are isomorphi,sine the Ai's are minimal.3.2.4. Complexity. We have shown in Setion 3.2.3 that if dfa(C)-minimization an be solved in O(f(n))time, then so an C-mms, C-msa, and C-wrapping.Conversely, we use the algorithm of Setion 3.2.1, whih alls subroutines solving these subproblems inorder to solve dfa(C)-minimization. Assume that the subroutines run in time O(f(n)), where f(x+y) ≥
f(x) + f(y) (whih is the ase, e.g., if f(n)/n is nondereasing). The time omplexity for minimizingthe automaton is the sum of (1) the omplexity of all alls to the three subroutines, (2) the overheadto ompute heights, and (3) the overhead to re�ne relations (e.g., to ompute ∼1 ∩ ∼2). For (1), eahsubroutine is alled several times, on subautomata of sizes n1, . . . , np, where ∑

ni = n, yielding an overallomplexity of f(n1)+ · · ·+ f(np) = O(f(n)) by the assumption on f . We have seen in Setion 3.2.1 thatthe omplexity for (2) is O(n) = O(f(n)). Finally, for (3), note that the re�nements our at most threetimes on eah state (after the alls of lines 6, 4 and 5). The equivalene is omputed by storing the lassClass[s℄ of state s and the list States[c℄ of states of lass c, using arrays. Merging two states s and tamounts to removing, say s, from States[Class[s℄℄, appending it to States[Class[t℄℄, and hangingthe value of Class[s℄. These operations an be done in O(1)-time (Implementing the removal in O(1)-time is done by maintaining a pointer for eah state s to its position in the list States[Class[s℄℄.)Hene the overall omplexity is O(f(n)). We an state our main result.Theorem 3.2. Let C be a lass of strongly onneted DFAs ontaining the trivial DFAs (one state,no edge) and let f be a funtion suh that f(n)/n is nondereasing. Then, the dfa(C)-minimizationproblem is solvable in O(f(n))-time if and only if C-mms, C-msa, and C-wrapping are solvable in
O(f(n))-time.We have to inlude trivial omponents in C for the wrapping, sine we need to be able to wrap a singlestate to a (nontrivial) s. Note that if we take for C the lass of trivial s's, we reobtain the linearomplexity for the minimization of ayli automata [14℄. In the next setion we apply Theorem 3.2 toa larger sublass of automata whih one an still minimize in time O(n).6



4. Minimizing disjoint-yle automataA disjoint-yle automaton is an automaton suh that all strongly onneted omponents are (possiblytrivial) yles. In other words, two yles on distint sets of verties share no verties. One an detetwhether an automaton is disjoint-yle, by heking for eah state that at most one outgoing edge remainsin the same strongly onneted omponent.We show in this setion that the mms, msa and wrapping problems for strongly onneted om-ponents of this lass are solvable in O(n)-time (Lemmas 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 below). In view of Theorem 3.2,this will entail the following result, announed in [2℄.Theorem 4.1. One an minimize a disjoint-yle automaton on ℓ letters with d transitions in time
O(d + ℓ).The fat that s's of a disjoint-yle automaton are yles allows us to work on words instead ofworking diretly on automata. Reall that the onjugates of a word b1 · · · bp (where bi are letters) arethe words of the form bibi+1 · · · bp · b1 · · · bi−1. A irular word is a onjugation lass. Slightly abusingnotation, we represent a irular word by any word of its lass.We an assoiate to the yle s0

a0−→ s1

a1−→ · · ·
ak−→ s0 the irular word (ε0, a0)(ε1, a1) · · · (εk, ak)where εi = 1 if si is �nal and εi = 0 otherwise. Conversely, from suh a irular word, one an reover aunique yle (up to the name of the states).Lemma 4.2. msa is solvable in linear time for disjoint-yle automata.Proof. Reall that the primitive root of a word w is the shortest word r suh that w = rk for some k.It is easy to see that minimizing a yle s0

a0−→ s1

a2−→ · · ·
ak−→ s0 amounts to �nding a primitive root ofits assoiated irular word: this primitive root is itself a irular word, and the yle assoiated to it isthe minimal automaton of the original yle. It is lassial that this omputation an be performed inlinear time (see e.g. [9℄ for instane). �Lemma 4.3. mms is solvable in linear time for disjoint-yle automata.Proof. The problem an be formulated as follows in terms of irular words: we are given k irular wordsand we want to merge them into equality lasses in linear time, with respet to the sum of their lengths.For that purpose, we ompute for eah irular word its assoiated Lyndon word, that is its smallestrepresentant, in the lexiographi order. (This is the plae where we use the fat that the alphabet isordered.) Sine we assumed that omparisons take linear time, the omputation of the assoiated Lyndonword an be performed in linear time for eah word, in terms of its length [4, 15℄. It remains to groupin lasses irular words having the same Lyndon word, whih an be done using Lemma 3.1. �Lemma 4.4. wrapping is solvable in linear time for disjoint-yle automata.Proof. Let A be an automaton having a single minimal s in the DAG of strongly onneted omponents.We distinguish two ases, depending on whether the highest s is trivial (Fig. 3 (a)) or not (Fig. 3 (b)).In ase (a), s an be wrapped on the yle if and only if s is equivalent to t, that is if a = b. In ase (b),

s

tCase (a)

a
b

s

tCase (b)

a
b

c

Figure 3. Two ases for the wrapping problemthe only possible wrapping would identify s and t, hene a = b. Therefore, there should exist a transitionfrom t labeled c, where c labels the transition from s inside its s. This is not the ase sine, as theautomaton is deterministi, we have c 6= a, and the only transition from t is labeled by a. Hene nowrapping ours in this ase. �7
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